
Is Beer Tasty Thanks to Fruit Flies?
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Yeast cells may have evolved the ability to produce fruity aroma compounds in order to attract fruit flies. So are flies

why beer tastes so good? Find out...
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Yeast cells (green) on the front leg of a Drosophila fly.

Source: Cell Reports.
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That distinct banana flavor in some pints, the welcoming floral notes in others, or the surprising aftertaste of anise—these

diverse flavors make trying different brews fun for beer lovers. The very existence of these flavors, researchers have now

shown, may all be thanks to the co-evolution of yeast with fruit flies. In a new paper, Belgian scientists report that fruit

flies are more attracted to yeast that produce the aroma molecules responsible for the taste of beer (1). But what’s in it

for the yeast? Fruit flies transport the best smelling yeast cells on their legs, expanding their range—and giving

beer-makers and scientists alike a possible new source for isolating yeast.

Fifteen years ago, Kevin Verstrepen, a biologist at Katholieke

Universiteit Leuven and the VIB Laboratory of Systems Biology,

started studying how yeast cells produce the distinct aroma

molecules found in beers. He discovered one gene in particular,

ATF1, that was required to make the scents. “It’s quite important

for beer makers and wine makers to have these aromas,” said

Verstrepen. “But the thing is, when you knock out the genes that

produce the aroma molecules, the yeast is just as happy.” Why

then did the yeast carry this gene and produce the aromas in the

first place?

The answer came from a fruitful accident. “One Friday night, I left

a few flasks out on my work bench,” recalled Verstrepen. Some

of the flasks had yeast that overexpressed ATF1, while others

had normal ATF1, or no ATF1 at all. “I came back on Monday

and found that a few fruit flies had escaped from the lab next to

mine,” Verstrepen said. But the flies weren’t evenly distributed

among his flasks—instead, they clustered in the flask with

overexpressed ATF1 (and especially high levels of aroma

molecules). Verstrepen wondered whether yeast cells were

producing the aromas specifically to attract insects.

In his new study, Verstrepen recreated this original observation

in a more controlled experiment, letting fruit flies chose between

four corners of a chamber that each had different yeast-derived

scents piped in. The more aroma molecules in a corner, he

found, the more likely a fly would be to hang out there. Then,

using yeast cells labeled with fluorescent molecules, his group

showed that cells with higher AFT1 expression were more likely

to be transported by a fly by sticking to their legs.

“If we isolate the microbes from just one fly, we get tens or

hundreds of different microbes,” said Verstrepen. “And we can

start making beers with some of these.”

His lab is now crossing strains of “funky yeast with nice aromas”

that they’ve isolated from flies with strains of traditional

beer-brewing yeast that are better at fermenting alcohol,

Verstrepen added. Their results could lead to the next award-

winning brew—but they also hope to further shed light on the

co-evolution of microbes and insects.
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Research on the preference of

Drosophila for yeasts dates way back:
See Fogleman et al.; Proc. Nat. Acad.

Sci. USA; Vol. 78, No. 7, pp.

4435-4439, July 1981 (This group was

in a neighboring lab when I was in grad
school - back when dinosaurs roamed

the earth. Too bad they chose cactus

over beer.)
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